June 14, 2012

Memorandum Circular No. 2012-0614-006

To: All Governors, Presidents of Component Society, Specialty Divisions, Sub-specialties and Affiliate Societies

Greetings from the Philippine Medical Association!

The strength of the Philippine Medical Association comes from its members. A unified and solid front for our organization is dependent on achieving the full support of ALL DOCTORS in the country.

We, therefore, urge all our officers to encourage all physicians in your region or society to join and be part of the Philippine Medical Association. There is no better way to encourage PMA membership, as an invitation from one doctor to another.

We strongly feel that to achieve our goals of making the Philippine Medical Association a relevant, unified and revered association is for all doctors to close ranks and support the organization. We count on your support.

Thank you very much

Very truly yours,

MARIANNE O. DOBLES, M.D.
Secretary General

Noted:

MODESTO O. LLAMAS, M.D.
President